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asymmetrical six-phase machines [9]-[10], dealing with
problems associated with machine and converter
asymmetries. Similarly, the predicted control schemes
have been recently extended to the current control of
asymmetrical dual three-phase drives [11]-[12]. Predictive
schemes avoid the use of PI controllers and PWM schemes
which are difficult to design in multiphase drives [13].
Predictive control theory was developed by the end of the
1970s and possesses interesting features such as fast torque
response and high flexibility control design [14]-[15]. Its
viability has been recently proved for the current control of
neutral-point-clamped converters for wind power
applications [16], multilevel converters with balance dc
link [17], and three-phase converters with enhanced
efficiency [18]. The main shortcoming of predictive
control for AC drives is the intensive calculations involved
in determining the optimal set of VSI switching states to
be applied in the next sampling time. Optimal solutions
explore all possible switching states and select the VSI
switching vector that minimizes a predefined cost function
[13]. There are in general 2n switching states, being n the
number of phases in the machine, which leads to 26=64
possibilities for a six-phase machine. Because of the
increased number of possibilities in multiphase drives,
investigations developed so far have proposed suboptimal
solutions based on the selection of a certain subgroup of
vectors among the 64 possible options [11]-[12]. This
work follows a different approach and does not discard a
priori any of the 64 vectors. Instead, some constraints are
imposed on the next switching vector to guarantee a
maximum number of commutations in the VSI legs. With
the proposed procedure a different subgroup of switching
states is considered in each sampling time. The real time
implementation is feasible because only a subset of vectors
is examined at each sampling time and the maximum
switching frequency can be decreased depending on the
adopted constrain. The proposed method will be referred
as restrained search predictive control (RSPC) further on
and will be compare with standard predictive control
(SPC) of [11]-[12]. It is worth noting that a modified
predictive control scheme, termed machine hybrid torque
control (MHTC) [19]-[20], has been recently proposed to
enhance conventional predictive control techniques [11][14] by including a submodulation of the selected vector.
Although the scheme of [19]-[20] is in principle
compatible with the RSPC, it is out of the scope of this
paper. The paper is structured so that the fundamentals
about multiphase drives are described in section II. Section

Abstract.

The interest in multiphase drives has re-emerged
in the last decade, being the dual three-phase induction motor
drive one of the most popular options. Predictive control
techniques, already implemented in three-phase drives, have
been recently adapted to the multiphase case. Schemes
proposed so far have restricted the available number of voltage
source inverter (VSI) switching vectors but do not impose any
constraint on the allowable commutations of these vectors. This
paper proposes not to select a subgroup of possible VSI
switching vectors, but to constrain the commutations involved
in the next sampling period. This procedure allows decreasing
the switching period and improving the predictive control
performance. The viability and effectiveness of the proposal is
verified by simulation.
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1. Introduction
Although the analysis and application of multiphase
machines goes back to the late 1920’s [1], the
development and research in this area has been scarce
until the beginning of the 21st century. The interest in
multiphase drives has re-emerged in the last decade
showing the advantages provided by the additional
phases [2]. High power applications take advantage of
the power splitting while high security applications
benefit from the robustness provided by the redundancy
of multiphase machines [3]. A niche of applications
including electrical and hybrid vehicles [4]-[5], ship
propulsion [6]-[7] or wind power systems [8] show a
good prospect for the industrial use of multiphase drives.
One of the most promising options is the use of dual
three-phase induction machine with two sets of threephase windings spatially shifted by 30 electrical degrees
with isolated neutral points (also called asymmetrical
dual three-phase AC machine) [1]. Different control
techniques, already developed and implemented in threephase machines, have been extended to the multiphase
case. The most frequent control structure for AC drives is
a cascaded scheme with an inner loop for current control
and an outer loop for flux and speed control. Controllers
are usually of PI type while current control is achieved by
means of PWM schemes. The well-know field oriented
control (FOC) and direct torque control (DTC)
techniques have been successfully applied to
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III details the standard predictive control and the
proposed scheme is presented in section IV. Standard and
proposed schemes are examined and discussed in section
V and section VI includes the conclusions.
2.

possibilities imply only 49 different vectors in the α–β–x–
y space. Nevertheless, redundant vectors are considered as
different vectors because they have a different impact on
the switching frequency even though they generate
identical torque and losses in the six-phase machine.

Six-phase drive overview.

The system under study consists of an asymmetrical dual
three–phase AC machine supplied by a six-phase VSI
and a dc link. A detailed scheme of the drive is provided
in Fig. 1. The six-phase machine is a continuous system
which can be described by a set of differential equations.
Although it can be modelled using the double d-q
approach as an extension of the d-q approach of threephase machines, the most popular option is the use of the
vector space decomposition (VSD) approach [2] because
it better explains the physical phenomena in the machine.
According to the VSD approach, the machine can be
represented with three stator–rotor pairs of windings in
orthogonal subspaces. One stator–rotor pair engages with
electromechanical energy conversion (α–β subspace in
what follows), while the others do not. The first stator–
rotor pair represents the fundamental supply component
plus supply harmonic of the order 12n±1 (n=1,2,3,…).
The other stator–rotor pairs represent supply harmonic of
the order 6n±1 (x–y subspace with n=1,3,5,…) plus the
zero sequence harmonic components which disappear if
isolated neutral points are assumed. The six-phase
machine equations in α–β–x–y components can be
expressed as:
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Fig. 2: Voltage vectors applied in the α–β and x–y
subspaces using a 6–phase VSI.
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Fig. 1: A general scheme of an asymmetrical dual three–
phase AC drive.

3.

Predictive control uses a model of the drive (VSI and
multiphase machine) to predict the machine operation
point for each possible switching state of the VSI. The
machine equations (1) can be written in state space taking
stator α–β–x–y currents as state variables. The machine
model must be discretised in order to be of use as a
predictive model. A forward Euler method with a sampling
time Tm can be used, producing equations in the needed
digital control form, with predicted variables depending
just on past values and not on present values of variables:

(1)

0 ⎤
⎡ i xs ⎤
⋅p⋅⎢ ⎥
L ⎥⎥
⎣ i ys ⎦
ls ⎦

It can be noted that α–β equations are similar to those of
a three-phase machine while x–y equations do not link
the rotor side and consequently do not influence the
machine dynamics but are just a source of Joule losses in
the machine. The VSI has a discrete nature and has a total
number of 26=64 different switching states defined by six
switching functions corresponding to the six inverter legs
[Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Se, Sf], where Si œ {0,1}. The different
switching states and the voltage of the dc link (VDC)
define the phase voltages which can in turn be mapped to
the α–β–x–y space according to the VSD approach.
Consequently, the 64 different on/off combinations of the
six VSI legs lead to 64 space vectors in the α–β and x–y
subspaces. Fig. 2 shows the active vectors in the α–β and
x–y subspaces, where each vector switching state is
identified using the switching function by two octal
numbers corresponding to the binary numbers [SaSbSc]
and [SdSeSf], respectively. For the sake of conciseness,
the 64 VSI switching vectors will be usually referred as
vectors in what follows. It must be noted that the 64
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Standard predictive control for sixphase drives.
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(2)
X (k + 1) = A ( k ) ⋅ X ( k ) + B (U ( k ) ) + C ( k )
If an exhaustive search over the 64 possible control signals
is implemented, an optimal solution is achieved.
Suboptimal solutions are obtained by selecting a subgroup
of all 64 possible switching vectors. In [11]-[12] the
performance using 49 and 13 vectors is examined. The
predictive model is used for each possible switching state
included in the selected subset of vectors, and the control
actions are obtained solving an optimization problem
aimed at minimizing a cost function. Different cost
functions can be defined in order to minimize the current
error [16], the commutations and the balance in the dc link
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4th vector: [100010]
where the underlined numbers indicate the VSI leg that has
been changed. It is important to note that in spite of
selecting a subset with just 7 vectors from the 64
possibilities of the optimal solution, none of the 64 vectors
are discarded for all operation points. Since the 7 vectors
of the subset are dependent on the previously applied
vector, 7 the applicable vectors change every sampling
period. The selection of these 7 vectors guarantees that at
each sampling period only one leg will change its state and
consequently the number of commutations is must be
reduced compared to SPC [13]-[18]. Attempts to minimize
the number of commutations in SPC have been carried out
including a term in the cost function weighting the total
number of commutations [17]. Nevertheless, the
computational cost of the method increases, one has to
correctly tune the commutation weighting factor and even
though there is not guarantee about the number of
commutations at each sampling period. The RSPC
inherently minimizes commutations because the vectors
are selected according to restriction a). Consequently, the
RSPC achieves improved efficiency in a straightforward
manner. The second constraint aims at decreasing the
maximum switching frequency of each VSI leg:
b) Any of the six VSI legs must not commute in two
consecutive switching periods.
This implies that one needs to know which VSI leg was
changed in the last sample time to avoid changing the
same VSI leg again. For the sake of example let us
consider that one applied the vector [101011] at time k-1,
and the vector [101010] at time k. For the next sampling
time k+1 the sixth phase cannot be changed and only 6
vectors among the 64 comply with constraints a) and b)
simultaneously:
1st vector: [101010]
4th vector: [100010]
nd
2 vector: [001010]
5th vector: [101110]
rd
6th vector: [101000]
3 vector: [111010]
The RSPC method combining conditions a) and b) only
computes 6 vectors and for that reason will be referred as
RSPC6v further on. The commutations in the SPC are not
limited and consequently one leg may commute very
switching period. The maximum number of commutations
on SPC would be achieved if every leg changes its state in
every switching period. Even in this worst scenario, the
maximum switching frequency is half of the switching
frequency of a standard FOC control with PWM. The
reason is that PWM forces every VSI leg to commute
twice in a switching period completing a cycle on/off off/on or vice versa. To the contrary, SPC commutes just
once (on/off or off/on, but not both) because there is no
submodulation. For that reason a PWM with a switching
period Tma must be compared with a SPC with a switching
period Tmb=Tma/2. Fig. 4 depict this situation showing that,
in spite of using half the period for SPC, the switching
frequency of the SPC is always equal or lower than that of
the PWM. Note that PWM strategy in Fig. 4a involves 10
commutations while the SPC strategy involves 8
commutations. Condition b) above expressed goes one step
beyond by guaranteeing that any of the six legs of the VSI
will commute in two consecutive periods. This condition
directly implies that the maximum switching frequency is
halved. This in turn means that a SPC with a period of Tmb
must be compared with a RSPC6v with a period of Tmc=

[17] or the switching losses [18]. The cost function used
for this study considers only the current error in the α–β
and x–y subspaces. For ease of notation the predicted
deviations are gathered in two vectors:
1
eˆαβ = iα* (k + 1) − iˆα (k + 1 k ), iβ* (k + 1) − iˆβ (k + 1 k ) ⋅
Aαβ
eˆ xy = − iˆx (k + 1 k ),−iˆy (k + 1 k )

[
[

]

]

being Aαβ the amplitude of the reference signal [iα*, iβ*].
The cost function is finally defined as:
J αβxy = eˆαβ + λ xy eˆ xy
where λxy is a weighing factor that allows putting more
emphasis on α–β or x–y subspaces. A detailed block
diagram of the conventional predictive control technique
is provided in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. General scheme of the predictive control for a sixphase drive.

4. Restrained search predictive control
for six-phase drives.
The description of the six-phase drive and the predictive
control in the preceding sections 2 and 3 are valid for the
proposed restrained search predictive control (RSPC), but
the voltage vector selection strategy differs from the one
proposed in [12]. The predictive model remains the same
but the RSPC aims at improving the selection of the
subset of available vectors at each sampling time. In the
standard predictive control (SPC) implemented in [11][12] the 64 total number of VSI switching vectors is
reduced to 49 and 13 by eliminating redundant vectors
and considering standard assumptions [11], respectively.
This procedure favours the real time implementation but
leads to suboptimal solutions because some vectors are
discarded regardless of the operation point of the drive.
Furthermore, the resulting switching frequency is
variable and the number of commutations is not
restricted: a new switching state can involve the
commutation of only one leg or all of them. This paper
proposes to select a subset of available vectors at a
certain instant based on certain restrictions. The first
proposed constraint aims at minimizing the number of
commutations:
a) The subset of available vectors must include
only the possibilities that imply only one or less
commutations.
This constraint selects the vectors based on considering
the preceding vector. For the sake of example, if the
vector [101010] is applied at instant k, the subset of
available vectors at instant k+1 would be:
1st vector: [101010]
5th vector: [101110]
nd
2 vector: [001010]
6th vector: [101000]
rd
7th vector: [101010]
3 vector: [111010]
https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj07.256
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now on). Four performance parameters are considered for
comparison purposes:
 Mean square error of α current component (MSE iα).
 Mean square error of x current component (MSE ix).
 Total harmonic distortion (THD).
 Total number of commutations (TNC).

Tmb/2=Tma/4. This condition is depicted in Fig. 4c,
showing that the period is reduced down to 25% of the
PWM period Tma but the technique still involves the same
or less commutations than in the PWM case of Fig. 4a.
Comparing cases b) and c) in Fig. 4 one can note that the
maximum switching frequency is the same but in the
RSPC6v technique (Fig. 4c) the commutations can occur
at intermediate instants (see the commutation at tint in
Fig.4c) providing an enhanced flexibility.
on

1) Influence of weighting factor λxy.
Both SCP64v and RSPC6v methods are dependent on the
weighting factor λxy and a suitable value must be achieved
to obtain good α-β current tracking but with low values of
x-y current components (note that x-y components do not
contribute to the overall torque generation but only
generate losses). Fig. 5 shows the performance parameters
against λxy when the switching frequency of the PWM is 5
kHz. Please note that the switching period of the different
methods is characterized by the switching frequency of the
PWM because the switching frequency of the SCP64v and
RSPC6 is variable. In the case of Fig. 5 the switching
period of the PWM is 1/5e3=0.2 ms and the switching
periods of the SCP64v and RSPC6v are 0.1 ms and 0.05
ms respectively.
It can be noted in Fig. 5 that higher
values of the weighting factor λxy leads to higher MSE iα
and lower MSE ix for both SCP64v and RSPC6v methods
as expected. The THD is reduced as λxy increases and the
TNC slightly increases. The value of λxy is set to 0.4 in the
subsequent results to obtain a good compromise between
the four performance parameters. The performance at 5
kHz of RSPC6v is slightly better than that of the SPC64v
in spite of using only 6 VSI switching vectors instead of
the 64 of the optimal solution. The possibility to commute
at intermediate points (as shown in Fig. 5) makes up for
the reduced number of possibilities in the suboptimal
solution RSPC6v. The predictive methods at 5 kHz shows
that better MSE iα and less TNC can be achieved
compared to PWM but with higher THD and MSE ix.

(a)
τ

off
k

Tma

k+1 …

on

…

k+4

k+5

(b)
2⋅Tmb

Tmb

off

tint

k k+1 …

on

… k+7 k+8 …

(c)
2⋅Tmc

3⋅Tmc

off

…
k k+1 …

… k+10 …

… k+18

Fig. 4: Scheme of the commutations in a VSI leg when
(a) PWM, (b) SPC and (c) RSPC strategies are used with
switching periods of Tm, Tm/2 and Tm/4 respectively.
Although the RSPC can be based on different constraints,
proposed restrictions a) and b) have interesting features
that can be summarized as:
 Only six vectors need to be evaluated favouring the
real time implementation.
 No vectors are discarded for any operation point.
 The commutations are minimized favouring the
drive efficiency.
 A VSI leg can change its state at intermediate
instants compared to SPC.
5.

2) Influence of switching frequency fsw.
Since the performance of predictive methods is highly
dependent on the switching frequency, Fig. 6 shows the
performance parameters as a function of the switching
frequency of the PWM. It can be observed that the
predictive control performance (of both SCP64v and
RSPC6v) highly increases as the switching period is
decreased (higher switching frequency, fswitch in Fig. 6).
The RSPC6v method is better than the SCP64v in all four
performance parameters under consideration. Compared to
PWM method, better MSE iα and less TNC can be
achieved but with higher THD and MSE ix. Nevertheless,
the RSPC6v performance at 10 kHz is closed to the PWM
performance and the TNC is reduced in 75%. This
influences positively the efficiency of the VSI.

Simulation results.

This section examines the performance of the proposed
RSPC6v technique. It will be compared with optimal
standard predictive control considering all 64 possible
vectors (it will be termed as SPC64v to distinguish it
from SPC techniques that use a subgroup of 49 or 13
vectors [13]-[14]). The performance of the PI+PWM
method, which is the benchmark in current control
techniques, will also be shown and the results will be
discussed both for steady state and transient state.
A. Steady state performance
The steady state performance is firstly issued by
considering a current reference with amplitude of 0.67 A
and an angular frequency of 300 rad/s (called test 1 from
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Fig. 5: MSE iα, MSE ix, THD and TNC as a function of
the weighting factor λxy for SCP64v, RSPC6v and PWM
methods (Test 1).

(d)
Fig. 6: MSE iα, MSE ix, THD and TNC as a function of the
weighting the PWM switching frequency for SCP64v,
RSPC6v and PWM methods (Test 1).

3) Current tracking capability and voltage
waveform.
The performance of the different methods has been
explored so far through the calculation of four
performance parameters (MSE iα, MSE ix, THD and
TNC). Figure 7 show directly the current tracking of the
α reference current components when a switching

frequency of 10 kHz is used. It can be noted that the
waveform of the predictive methods is very different from
the PWM method. Predictive methods act quickly and
follow the α reference correctly but with higher THD. The
RSPC6v proves to provide slightly enhanced performance
compared to SCP64v in spite of using only 6 vectors and
involving less commutations.
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the proposed solutions achieves similar steady state
performance, better transient response and reduced number
of VSI commutations.

4) Performance with different amplitudes and
frequencies.
All results reported so far are related to test 1, using a
reference current with an amplitude (ipeak) of 0.67 A and
an angular frequency (ω) of 300 rad/s. Table 1
summarizes the results of for another two test where
different amplitudes and angular frequencies for the
reference current are considered:
 Test 2: ipeak = 4.50 A and ω = 300 rad/s.
 Test 3: ipeak = 5.85 A and ω = 30 rad/s.
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